Fresh, Flavorful Coffee – If you crave the freshest coffee with maximum flavor, grinding whole beans before brewing is the way to go. The large hopper on the Hamilton Beach® Burr Coffee Grinder holds up to two cups of whole coffee beans at once. Choose the exact amount of grounds before beginning to grind, from 2 to 14 cups of coffee, with an easy-to-use dial.

18 Grind Settings – Select the consistency that matches the way you brew. Go from extra-fine for espresso to coarser settings for drip and French press.

Less Mess and Easy Cleaning – A snap-on lid lets you easily pour grounds into your brew basket and not all over the counter. With a few quick turns, the top grinding wheel removes for cleaning and a soft bristle cleaning brush is included. This burr grinder is also equipped with a cord wrap for storing.

DETAILS

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® Burr Coffee Grinder

Model: 80385

MSRP: $39.99

Availability: Now